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new analyses of B-factories data, new calculations of FFs by several lattice 
collaborations and from light-cone sum rules, rising to the challenges of a 
precision measurement



PDG AVERAGES

Theory Tag Reco Project Fit Results Belle II B̄ �! D⇤`�⌫̄` at Belle and Belle II

Exclusive vs Inclusive Tension

Exclusive Analysis

Specific decay modes

Inclusive Analysis

Anything + `⌫

[Bernlocher: SM@LHC 2017]
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Exclusive Inclusive  � Long standing tension between
exclusive |Vcb| and inclusive |Vcb|!

However:
Current PDG review (Oct. 2017):

|Vcb| = (41.9± 2.0)⇥ 10�3 (excl.)

|Vcb| = (42.2± 0.8)⇥ 10�3 (incl.)

Kilian Lieret Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich | Belle 3 / (17 + 5)

Bernlochner



NEW PHYSICS?
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Figure 2: Constraints on right-handed currents from inclusive and exclusive decays, assuming
LFU.

postulating new physics in right-handed currents. What is new is that even B ! D⇤`⌫ alone
cannot be brought into perfect agreement with B ! Xc`⌫ for any value of CVR .

5.3. Lepton flavour universality violation

In view of the observed tensions with SM expectations in b ! c⌧⌫ and b ! s`` transitions,
investigating e-µ universality in b ! c`⌫ with light leptons is important. Specific new physics
models suggested as solutions to the b ! c⌧⌫ anomalies actually predict such violation. Some
of the experimental analyses assume LFU to hold. These analyses cannot be used in a model-
independent fit allowing for LFU violation. This is because the measurements are not simply
averages of the respective electron and muon observables, but linear combinations with weights
depending on the experimental e�ciencies that can di↵er between electrons and muons even
as a function of kinematical variables. Thus it is of paramount importance that experimental
collaborations present their results separately for electrons and muons.

In the meantime, the existing analyses that already include separate results for electrons
and muons (see table 1) can be used to perform a fit with a non-universal modification of the
SM operator, i.e. Ce

VL
6= Cµ

VL
. The fit result in terms of the lepton-flavour-dependent e↵ective

CKM elements Ṽ `

cb
is shown in figure 3. Both for B ! D`⌫ and B ! D⇤`⌫ the fit not only

shows perfect agreement with LFU, but also implies a stringent constraint on departures from
the LFU limit. Given the good agrement of the constraints from B ! D`⌫ and B ! D⇤`⌫, we
have also performed a combined Bayesian fit of the scenario to both decay modes, marginalizing
over all nuisance parameters. We find
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Figure 7: Left: Prediction for the transverse di↵erential B ! D⇤µ⌫ branching ratio in the
SM (blue band) and a scenario with new physics in Cµ

T
(orange band) vs. the Belle

measurement, demonstrating the di↵erent endpoint behaviour at maximum recoil
(q2 = 0). Both scenarios predict the same total B ! D⇤µ⌫ branching ratio. Right:
Comparison of the constraint on the tensor coe�cient C̃µ

T
vs. Ṽ µ

cb
from the total

B ! D⇤µ⌫ branching ratio measurements only (dashed) and using all B ! D⇤µ⌫
measurements (solid).

Neglecting the lepton masses and allowing for NP in CT and CVL , one finds

FH(q2) ⇡ 18q2f2

T
(q2)

m2

B
f2
+(q2)

|CT |2
|1 + CVL |2 . (31)

Figure 8 shows the constraints on the tensor and left-handed scalar operators, which always
appear together in models with a tree-level mediator, see Table 2, specifically in leptoquark
models. The displayed constraints from B ! D`⌫ and B ! D⇤`⌫, shown separately for
electrons and muons, demonstrate clearly the strong sensitivity of B ! D⇤`⌫ to tensor con-
tributions. While the individual modes B ! D⇤e⌫, B ! Dµ⌫, and B ! D⇤µ⌫ show a slight
preference for non-zero NP contributions in either C`

SL
or C`

T
, the combination of B ! D`⌫

and B ! D⇤`⌫ constraints allows neither of these solutions and leads to a strong constraint
on both operators.

6. Conclusions

Semi-leptonic charged-current transitions b ! c`⌫ with ` = e or µ are traditionally used to
measure the CKM element Vcb. In principle, this transition could be a↵ected by new physics
with vector, scalar, or tensor interactions, possibly violating lepton flavour universality. This
is motivated by the long-standing tensions between inclusive and exclusive determinations of
Vcb, but also by hints of a violation of lepton-flavour universality in b ! c⌧⌫ and b ! s``
transitions. We have conducted a comprehensive analysis of general new-physics e↵ects in
b ! c`⌫ transitions, considering for the first time the full operator basis and employing for the
first time in a new physics analysis measurements of B ! D⇤`⌫ angular observables.

18

Differential distributions constrain NP strongly,  SMEFT interpretation
incompatible with LEP data. For a recent analysis see Jung & Straub 1801.01112

the green band on the left is actually larger than it should 



The importance of |Vxb|
The most important CKM unitarity 
test is the Unitarity Triangle (UT)
Vcb plays an important role in UT

and in the prediction of FCNC:

⇥ |VtbVts|2 � |Vcb|2
h
1 +O(�2)

i

"K ⇡ x|Vcb|4 + ...

where it often dominates the 
theoretical uncertainty.
Vub/Vcb constrains directly the UT



VIOLATION OF LFU WITH TAUS

Introduction: The |Vcb| CKM matrix element

Tensions in lepton universality
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EXCLUSIVE DECAYS
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There are 1(2) and 3(4) FFs for D and D*  for light (heavy) leptons, for instance

=D,D*,…

Information on FFs from LQCD (at high q2), LCSR (at low q2), HQE, exp… 
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factors arises from the following definitions: For B̄ ! D, one commonly defines

hD(k)| c̄�µb |B̄(p)i =


(p+ k)µ �
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D

q2
qµ

�
fB!D
+ (q2) +
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hD(k)| c̄�µ⌫b |B̄(p)i =
2i

MB +MD
(kµp⌫ � pµk⌫)fT (q

2, µ) , (2)

with �µ⌫ = i
2 [�

µ, �⌫ ]. In the above, f+ is the vector form factor, fT is the scale-dependent tensor form factor arising
only in NP scenarios (its definition corresponds to the one in Ref. [21]), and f0 doubles as the scalar form factor:

hD(k)| c̄b |B̄(p)i =
M2

B �M2
D

mb �mc
fB!D
0 (q2) . (3)

The matrix elements of the remaining axial and pseudoscalar currents are zero by virtue of QCD conserving parity.

For B̄ ! D⇤, one commonly defines

hD⇤(k, ⌘)| c̄�µb |B̄(p)i = �✏µ⌫⇢�⌘⇤⌫(k) p⇢ k�
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.

where ⌘ denotes the D⇤ polarization vector, V the vector form factor, and A1,12 are the axial form factors. Note
that the relative sign between our eq. (4) and the decomposition in ref. [22] arises from the di↵erent definition of
the Levi-Civita tensor: we use "0123 = +1. Moreover, in the decomposition above A12 correspond to longitudinal
polarizations of the emitted virtual W , which is more convenient (e.g. when inferring form factors from lattice QCD)
than parametrizations involving the form factor A2, see e.g. [22]. The function A0 doubles as the pseudo-scalar form
factor,

hD⇤(k, ⌘)| c̄�5b |B̄(p)i = �2iMD⇤
⌘⇤ · q

mb +mc
A0 , (7)

whereas the matrix element of the scalar current vanishes by virtue of QCD conserving parity.

Exact relations at q2 = 0 between some of the form factors ensure the absence of unphysical singularities in eq. (1)
and eq. (5). These relations read:

f+(q
2 = 0) = f0(q

2 = 0) ,

A0(q
2 = 0) =

MB +MD⇤

2MD⇤
A1(q

2 = 0)�
MB �MD⇤

2MD⇤
A2(q

2 = 0) .
(8)

A further exact relation arises due to algebraic identities involving the Lorentz structures �µ⌫ and �µ⌫�5 [22]:

T1(0) = T2(0) . (9)

Further approximate relations arise from the HQE of the hadronic matrix elements. These relations, the parametric
models involved, and theoretical inputs needed for the subsequent statistical analyses are the subject of the remainder
of this section.

A. Heavy-Quark Expansion and models

The combination of heavy-quark spin symmetry and heavy-quark flavour symmetry permits to relate B̄(⇤)(v) !

D(⇤)(v0) matrix elements with each other in a simultaneous expansion in the strong coupling ↵s and the inverse pole



MODEL INDEPENDENT FF PARAMETRIZATION
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UNITARITY CONSTRAINTS

z =

p
1 + w �

p
2

p
1 + w +

p
2

blaschke factors
remove poles

below threshold

phase space
factors

weak unitarity 
constraints 
assuming saturation

by single hadron channel

BGL Boyd 
Grinstein 

Lebed 1997

0 < z < 0.056w =
m2

B +m2
D⇤ � q2

2mBmD⇤

fi(z) =

p
�i

Pi(z)�i(z)

1X

n=0

ainz
n

truncated 
at order N

NX

n=0

(ain)
2 < 1

fast converging
expansion



HQS breaking in FF relations

cb,c can be computed using subleading IW functions from QCD sumrules
Neubert, Ligeti, Nir 1992-93, Bernlochner et al 1703.05330

✏c ⇠ 0.25, ✏2c ⇠ 0.06 but coefficients??

 In a few cases we can compare these ratios with recent lattice results:
there are 5-13% differences, always > NLO correction. For ex.:

w1 = w � 1

HQET:

Roughly

RATIOS

Looking at NLO HQET corrections, NNLO can be sizeable, naturally O(10-20)%
@NLO

∼ ϵb ∼
αs

π



STRONG UNITARITY CONSTRAINTS
Information on other channels with same quantum numbers makes the 
bounds tighter. HQS implies that all  B(*)→D(*) ff either vanish or are prop to 
the Isgur-Wise function: any ff Fj can be expressed as

Caprini Lellouch Neubert (CLN, 1998) exploit NLO HQET relations between 
form factors + QCD sum rules to reduce parameters for ffs  “up to 2% 
uncertainty”, never included in exp analysis. The practical version of CLN is  

which leads to (hyper)ellipsoids in the ai space 

Fj(z) =

✓
Fj

Fi

◆

HQET

Fi(z)

for S, P,  V, A currents

hA1(z) = hA1(1)
⇥
1� 8⇢2z + (53⇢2 � 15)z2 � (231⇢2 � 91)z3

⇤

only 2+2 parameters! but uncertainty? bias?

2

Type Mass (GeV) References

1
�

6.329 [12]

1
�

6.920 [12]

1
�

7.020 [13]

1
�

7.280 [14]

1
+

6.739 [12]

1
+

6.750 [13, 15]

1
+

7.145 [13, 15]

1
+

7.150 [13, 15]

TABLE I. Relevant B(⇤)
c masses. The 1

�
resonances are as in

Ref. [9].

In the Caprini-Lellouch-Neubert (CLN) parameteriza-
tion [11] one employs the form factor hA1(w) and the
ratios R1,2(w). Traditionally, the experimental collabo-
rations use

hA1(w) = hA1(1)
⇥
1� 8⇢2z + (53⇢2 � 15)z2

�(231⇢2 � 91)z3
⇤
,

R1(w) = R1(1)� 0.12(w � 1) + 0.05(w � 1)2, (5)

R2(w) = R2(1) + 0.11(w � 1)� 0.06(w � 1)2,

where z = (
p
w + 1�

p
2)/(

p
w + 1+

p
2) and there are

four independent parameters in total. We will discuss
the ingredients of this parameterization later on. After
integration over the angular variables, the w distribution
is proportional to [11]

F2(w) = h2
A1

(w)

✓
1 + 4

w

w + 1

1� 2wr + r2

(1� r)2

◆�1

⇥

2
1� 2wr + r2

(1� r)2

✓
1 +R2

1(w)
w � 1

w + 1

◆
+

✓
1 + (1�R2(w))

w � 1

1� r

◆2
#
. (6)

An alternative parameterization is due to Boyd, Grin-
stein and Lebed (BGL) [16]. In their notation the helicity
amplitudes Hi are given by

H0(w) = F1(w)/
p
q2,

H±(w) = f(w)⌥mBmD⇤

p
w2 � 1 g(w).

The relations between the relevant form factors in the
CLN and BGL notation are

f =
p

mBm⇤
D(1 + w)hA1 , g = hV /

p
mBm⇤

D ,

F1 = (1 + w)(mB �mD⇤)
p
mBmD⇤A5 ,

and

R1(w) = (w + 1)mBmD⇤
g(w)

f(w)
,

R2(w) =
w � r

w � 1
� F1(w)

mB(w � 1)f(w)
.

Input Value

mB0 5.280 GeV

mD⇤+ 2.010 GeV

⌘EW 1.0066

�̃T
1�(0) 5.131 · 10�4

GeV
�2

�T
1+(0) 3.894 · 10�4

GeV
�2

TABLE II. Further numerical inputs (uncertainties are small

and can be neglected). The calculation of �̃T
1�(0) and �T

1+(0)

follows Refs. [9, 17].

The three BGL form factors can be written as series
in z,

f(z) =
1

P1+(z)�f (z)

1X

n=0

afnz
n ,

F1(z) =
1

P1+(z)�F1(z)

1X

n=0

aF1
n zn , (7)

g(z) =
1

P1�(z)�g(z)

1X

n=0

agnz
n.

In these equations the Blaschke factors P1± are given by

P1±(z) =
nY

P=1

z � zP
1� zzP

, (8)

where zP is defined as (t± = (mB ±mD⇤)2)

zP =

p
t+ �m2

P �
p
t+ � t�p

t+ �m2
P +

p
t+ � t�

,

and the product is extended to all the Bc resonances be-
low the B-D⇤ threshold (7.29GeV) with the appropriate
quantum numbers (1+ for f and F1, and 1� for g). We
use the Bc resonances reported in Table I, but do not
include the fourth 1� resonance, which is too uncertain
and close to threshold. The Bc resonances also enter the
1� unitarity bounds (see below) as single particle contri-
butions. The outer functions �i for i = g, f,F1, can be
read from Eq. (4.23) in Ref. [16]:

�g(z) =
r

nI

3⇡�̃T
1�(0)

24r2(1 + z)2(1� z)�
1
2

[(1 + r)(1� z) + 2
p
r(1 + z)]4

,

�f (z) =
4r

m2
B

r
nI

3⇡�T
1+(0)

(1 + z)(1� z)
3
2

[(1 + r)(1� z) + 2
p
r(1 + z)]4

,

�F1(z) =
4r

m3
B

r
nI

6⇡�T
1+(0)

(1 + z)(1� z)
5
2

[(1 + r)(1� z) + 2
p
r(1 + z)]5

,

where �T
1+(0) and �̃T

1�(0) are constants given in Table II,
and nI = 2.6 represents the number of spectator quarks
(three), decreased by a large and conservative SU(3)



LATTICE + EXP FIT for B→Dlv
Bigi, PG 1606.08030

Babar 2009
Belle 2015
MILC-FNAL  
HPQCDf+

f0

BGL N=4 
χ2/dof=19/22

|Vcb|=40.5(1.0) 10-3,  R(D)=0.299(3) 

Lattice determines slopes, exp data shown at fitted Vcb 

R(D) 1.3σ 
from exp

FLAG has
very similar 

results

CLN cannot 
fit both ff

missing higher
orders!



|Vcb| from B→D*lv new HFLAV (2019)

LQCD provided only light lepton FF at zero recoil, w=1, where rate vanishes.  
Experimental results must therefore be extrapolated to zero-recoil

Exp error only ~1.1%        F(1)ηew|Vcb| =35.27(38) x10-3  
Beware: HFLAV extrapolate with CLN (w/o error),  𝜒2/dof of=42.3/23!

Two unquenched lattice calculations 
     F(1) =0.906(13)                            F(1) =0.895(26)
Bailey et al 1403.0635 (FNAL/MILC)                       Harrison et al 1711.11013 (HPQCD) 

Using their average 0.904(12):

~ 3.4σ or ~ 8% from inclusive determination 42.00(65) 10-3

PG,Healey,Turczyk 2016

Heavy quark sum rules  F(1)< 0.925  and estimate of inelastic contribution F(1)≈0.86
 Mannel, Uraltsev, PG, 2012

|Vcb|=38.76(69) 10-3



2017 tagged Belle analysis (preliminary) 
1702.01521
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Bands show two parametrizations both fitting data well, with 6% different Vcb 

w and angular deconvoluted distributions (independent of parameterization). 
All previous analyses are CLN based.

Theory Tag Reco Project Fit Results Belle II B̄ �! D⇤`�⌫̄` at Belle and Belle II

Projection in bins of kinematic variable

B̄ �! D`�⌫̄`
10 equal-size bins in w .
Good resolution (0.005) vs bin width (0.06) =) Bin migration neglected

B̄ �! D⇤`�⌫̄`

10 equal size bins in w , �, cos ✓`,
cos ✓D⇤ (Projections)

Correlation between the 4
distributions (�! toy experiments)

Finite resolution =) Migration!
�! Mig. matrix from truth vs reco MC.
�! Fold theory (easy) or

unfold measurement (hard)

Kilian Lieret Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich | Belle 9 / (17 + 5)

Bigi, PG, Schacht 17
see also

Kobach & Grinstein

LCSR



Updating Strong Unitarity Bounds

Using strong unitarity bounds brings BGL closer to CLN 
and reduce uncertainties but a 3.5-5% difference persists 

Fit to new Belle’s data + total branching ratio (world average) in 1707.09509 
with UPDATED strong unit. bounds (including uncertainties & LQCD inputs)

 
for reference CLN fit: |Vcb|=0.0392(12)

LCSR: Light Cone Sum Rule results from Faller, Khodjamirian, Klein, Mannel, 0809.0222



2018 UNTAGGED BELLE ANALYSIS

Full Belle dataset, most precise study to date; provides data in a way that can 
be reanalysed with different assumptions. 
CLN and a simplified BGL analysis lead to very similar results, suggesting low    
|Vcb|=38.4(0.9) 10-3 .
We used BGL(222) to fit the data, taking into account D’Agostini effect and got            
|Vcb|=39.1(+1.5-1.3) 10-3 

1809.03290v3 13
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FIG. 6. Results of the fit with the BGL form factor parameterization. The results from the SVD1 and SVD2 samples are
added together. The electron modes are on the left and muon modes on the right. The points with error bars are the on-
resonance data. Where not shown, the uncertainties are smaller than the black markers. The histograms are, top to bottom,
the signal component, B ! D⇤⇤ background, signal correlated background, uncorrelated background, fake ` component, fake
D⇤ component and continuum.

The value of |Vcb| from the CLN and BGL parameteriza-
tions are consistent with the world average and remain
to be in tension with inclusive |Vcb| value shown in Eq. 2
and Eq. 1 respectively.

We perform a lepton flavor universality (LFU) test by

forming a ratio of the branching fractions of modes with
electrons and muons. The corresponding value of this
ratio is

B(B0
! D

⇤�
e
+
⌫)

B(B0 ! D⇤�µ+⌫)
= 1.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.03 , (36)
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A GLOBAL FIT TO 2017 & 2018 DATA
4

curs when adding more terms does not change the result
of the fit in any relevant way. Eqs. (5) together with
0  z  0.056 guarantee the convergence of such a pro-
cedure. Although this may imply adding (almost) re-
dundant parameters subject to Eq. (5), it is crucial for
determining the uncertainty of |Vcb| in a reliable way. We
illustrate the point by comparing the BGL(102) fit with
a BGL(222) fit, having checked that nothing changes by
adding even more parameters6. The total uncertainty in-
creases from 0.9 to 1.4 10�3, which we think is the correct
uncertainty of |Vcb| in a BGL fit. The argument that a
certain parameter can be dropped because the fit is un-
able to constrain it e↵ectively is, in this particular case,
ill-conceived. The BGL parametrization is not model-
independent if one arbitrarily drops parameters. From
now on we will limit ourselves to BGL(222) fits only.

Ref. [31] also mentions the risk of overfitting. Imposing
at least weak unitarity, which is avoided in [31], minimizes
this risk and is completely safe, because the unitarity
constraints (5) are very far from being saturated by the
B ! D

⇤ channel alone, see [17].
Let us now consider a fit to the combined 2017 [11] and

2018 [24] Belle datasets. Unlike the previous fits, where
we were comparing directly with [24], we now employ the
FLAG average for the form factor at zero-recoil, hA1(1) =
0.904(12) [9]. The complete results of this fit are given
in Table II: they show a marked increase in the minimal
�
2
/dof , implying some tension between the 2017 and

2018 data. Nevertheless, the combined fit still has an
excellent p-value of ⇠ 24%. In Fig. 2 we compare our fit
result for ⌘2EW|Vcb|2|F(w)|2 with the two Belle data sets.
In order to show the data points of Ref. [24] in the same
plot with those of Ref. [11], we employ an e↵ective bin-
by-bin rescaling factor obtained by comparing yields and
binned di↵erential branching fraction in the case of our
best fit. We have performed a few checks on the stability
of this fit: first, we have removed a few bins from the 2018
analysis, aiming at eliminating the strongest systematic
correlations, and we did not observe any relevant change
in |Vcb|. If we remove all angular bins we get almost
the same central value with larger uncertainty: |Vcb| =
(39.8± 1.5)10�3. The w bins are more important for the
determination of |Vcb|, and the first two in particular;
the fit prefers lower |Vcb| only if we remove the first two
w bins of both 2017 and 2018 analyses, otherwise it is
almost unchanged.

As mentioned in the introduction, the weak unitarity
constraints of Eq. (5) can be made stronger using ad-
ditional information related to Heavy Quark Symmetry.
In Table II we report the results of a fit that adopts the
strong unitarity bounds derived in [17].7 Interestingly,

6 In fact, we find that BGL(212) leads to results very similar to
those of BGL(222), but to ease comparisons we stick to the choice
made in [13].

7 The notation of [17] di↵ers slightly from the present one: aA1
k =

afk , a
A5
k = aF1

k , aV4
k = agk.
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TABLE II. Fit results using the BGL
(222)

parameterization

with weak and strong unitarity bounds. Note that the errors

are not gaussian.

FIG. 2. Comparison of BGL
(222)

fit including weak unitarity

constraints with the two Belle data sets.

the results do not di↵er significantly from the fit with
weak unitarity bounds, in contrast to analogous fits to
the 2017 data only [17]. It seems that the new and more
precise data bring the fit naturally closer to the physical
region, even in the absence of strong unitarity bounds.
Another feature of the fits to the 2017 data presented

in [13, 17] was that the vector form factor g(z) grew with
z (or decreased with q

2). This behaviour is unphysical
and led to strong deviations from the HQET expectation
[17]. The fits in Table II do not show this pathological
behaviour. Like in Refs. [13, 17] we also study the inclu-
sion of LCSR results at q

2 = 0 in the fits, employing a
recent updated analysis [22]: there seems to be excellent
compatibility and |Vcb| is basically unchanged, both with
weak and strong unitarity bounds, see Table I.
As discussed in the Introduction, at the moment we

are unable to include the recent Babar results [23] in
our fit, and all previous Babar analyses report results
only in the CLN parametrization. However, the total
B ! D

⇤
`⌫ branching fraction is essentially independent

•No parametrization dependence (CLN and BGL give ~same central value)

•About 1 sigma higher than HFLAV, larger uncertainty on firmer ground, p-
value ~24% (not really well-defined…) 1.9𝜎 from inclusive 

•We truncate the BGL series when additional terms do not change the fit 
(no overfitting!). Fit stable. Strong constraints irrelevant.
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curs when adding more terms does not change the result
of the fit in any relevant way. Eqs. (5) together with
0  z  0.056 guarantee the convergence of such a pro-
cedure. Although this may imply adding (almost) re-
dundant parameters subject to Eq. (5), it is crucial for
determining the uncertainty of |Vcb| in a reliable way. We
illustrate the point by comparing the BGL(102) fit with
a BGL(222) fit, having checked that nothing changes by
adding even more parameters6. The total uncertainty in-
creases from 0.9 to 1.4 10�3, which we think is the correct
uncertainty of |Vcb| in a BGL fit. The argument that a
certain parameter can be dropped because the fit is un-
able to constrain it e↵ectively is, in this particular case,
ill-conceived. The BGL parametrization is not model-
independent if one arbitrarily drops parameters. From
now on we will limit ourselves to BGL(222) fits only.

Ref. [31] also mentions the risk of overfitting. Imposing
at least weak unitarity, which is avoided in [31], minimizes
this risk and is completely safe, because the unitarity
constraints (5) are very far from being saturated by the
B ! D

⇤ channel alone, see [17].
Let us now consider a fit to the combined 2017 [11] and

2018 [24] Belle datasets. Unlike the previous fits, where
we were comparing directly with [24], we now employ the
FLAG average for the form factor at zero-recoil, hA1(1) =
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by-bin rescaling factor obtained by comparing yields and
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best fit. We have performed a few checks on the stability
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analysis, aiming at eliminating the strongest systematic
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in |Vcb|. If we remove all angular bins we get almost
the same central value with larger uncertainty: |Vcb| =
(39.8± 1.5)10�3. The w bins are more important for the
determination of |Vcb|, and the first two in particular;
the fit prefers lower |Vcb| only if we remove the first two
w bins of both 2017 and 2018 analyses, otherwise it is
almost unchanged.

As mentioned in the introduction, the weak unitarity
constraints of Eq. (5) can be made stronger using ad-
ditional information related to Heavy Quark Symmetry.
In Table II we report the results of a fit that adopts the
strong unitarity bounds derived in [17].7 Interestingly,
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the results do not di↵er significantly from the fit with
weak unitarity bounds, in contrast to analogous fits to
the 2017 data only [17]. It seems that the new and more
precise data bring the fit naturally closer to the physical
region, even in the absence of strong unitarity bounds.
Another feature of the fits to the 2017 data presented

in [13, 17] was that the vector form factor g(z) grew with
z (or decreased with q

2). This behaviour is unphysical
and led to strong deviations from the HQET expectation
[17]. The fits in Table II do not show this pathological
behaviour. Like in Refs. [13, 17] we also study the inclu-
sion of LCSR results at q

2 = 0 in the fits, employing a
recent updated analysis [22]: there seems to be excellent
compatibility and |Vcb| is basically unchanged, both with
weak and strong unitarity bounds, see Table I.
As discussed in the Introduction, at the moment we

are unable to include the recent Babar results [23] in
our fit, and all previous Babar analyses report results
only in the CLN parametrization. However, the total
B ! D

⇤
`⌫ branching fraction is essentially independent
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COMPARISON WITH HQS, DECAYS WITH TAU 5

FIG. 3. Form factor ratios R1,2 computed using the results

of the fits compared with their HQET estimate. The three

red (blue) bands show R1(R2) corresponding to the fits of

Table II including weak and strong unitarity bounds, and to a

fit with LCSR inputs and weak bounds, in order of decreasing

uncertainty. The respective HQET estimates are between the

dashed lines.

of the parametrization employed. We have checked that
including the previous Babar results for the total branch-
ing fraction leaves the reference fits of Table II almost
una↵ected.

As already done in [13, 17] we compare our results
with expectations based on NLO HQET, supplemented
by QCD sum rules [16], for which we use conservative
error estimates [17]. In particular, we show results for
the two ratios of form factors

R1(w) = (w + 1)mBmD⇤
g(w)

f(w)
, (6)

R2(w) =
w � r

w � 1
� F1(w)

mB(w � 1)f(w)
. (7)

Previous fits to the 2017 Belle data showed a marked dis-
crepancy of R1 with HQET, likely due to the unphysical
behaviour of g discussed above. The plot in Fig. 3 shows
the predictions based on the fits of Table II (left). The
uncertainties of the fit with weak unitarity constraints
are as large as those in the fit to 2017 data only, but now
there is everywhere good agreement with HQET. The
large uncertainty in R1 at low and high recoil is due to
low sensitivity to g(z) in these two regions. Using the
strong constraints, the uncertainty in those two regions
decreases, and it becomes even smaller when using LCSR
results in the fit, see Fig. 3.

As mentioned above, better knowledge of the form
factors in the small recoil region would improve signif-
icantly the determination of |Vcb|. In [13] this was ex-
plicitly illustrated with a fit where we assumed that a fu-
ture lattice calculation would provide the slope of F(w)
at zero recoil. Here, we repeat the exercise taking in-
spiration from the preliminary plots shown in [21] (al-
though the results are still blinded, the slope of F(w) de-
pends only marginally on the blinding factor). We adopt

dF/dw|w=1 = �1.40(7). The 5% uncertainty appears a
realistic goal for the calculations currently in progress.
This value shows some tension with the 2018 data at
small recoil, but while its inclusion in the fit increases the
total �2 by about 4.4, see Table I, it does not compro-
mise the overall quality of the fit. At the same time |Vcb|
increases by over 1�. This simple exercise does not an-
ticipate in any way the final results of the FNAL/MILC
collaboration; its only purpose is to illustrate the poten-
tial impact of lattice calculations on the fit. Inclusion of
strong unitarity bounds and of LCSR does not change
this picture, see Table I.
Finally, let us comment on the binning chosen in [11,

24] for the angular variables. It is known that the single
angular di↵erential rates have a very simple form that
can be parametrized in terms of only 3 parameters in
the cases of ✓l and �, and only 2 parameters in the case
of ✓v, even beyond the SM. Rather than using 10 highly
correlated bins, completely integrated over q2, taking the
first few moments of cos ✓l,v, sin ✓l,v or their analogue in
� in q

2 bins would enhance the sensitivity of the analysis,
a point emphasized also in Ref. [23].

III. SEMITAUONIC DECAYS

The results presented in the previous Section allow us
to provide predictions for three quantities related to semi-
tauonic decays: we update our predictions for R(D⇤) (the
ratio of semitauonic to light lepton widths) and for the
⌧ polarization asymmetry P⌧ [17], and we compute the
longitudinal polarization fraction of the D⇤, FD⇤

L . There
is a new form factor that enters semitauonic decays, the
pseudoscalar form factor, which is unconstrained by the
present experimental data and whose calculation on the
lattice has not yet been completed. Here, to constrain
its values we follow the third method employed in [17]: it
is based on a kinematic relation linking it to F1 at max-
imum recoil and on the use of an HQET relation with
conservative uncertainties at zero recoil. We obtain

R(D⇤) = 0.254+0.007
�0.006 , (8)

P⌧ = �0.476+0.037
�0.034 , (9)

F
D⇤

L = 0.476+0.015
�0.014 , (10)

where we use weak unitarity only and no LCSR input.
In comparison with [17] the error for R(D⇤) is reduced
by 20% (but remains larger than in [15, 16]) and the
central value is about 1� lower. The discrepancy of our
SM prediction for R(D⇤) with the experimental world
average 0.295(11)(8) [1] is therefore now 2.8�. On the
other hand, our prediction for P⌧ is almost unchanged,
and of course agrees with the experimental measurement
P⌧ = �0.38(51)(21) by Belle [33]. Our new F

D⇤

L predic-
tion is in good agreement with previous estimates [34–
36] and 1.4� from the recent experimental measurement
F

D⇤

L = 0.60(8)(4) by the Belle collaboration [37].
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FIG. 3. Allowed regions in the (aA1
1 , aA1

2 ), (aA5
1 , aA5

2 ), (aV4
1 , aV4

2 ) and (aP1
1 , aP1

2 ) planes from scalar (S), pseudoscalar (P), vector
(V) and axial-vector (A) channels.

where we consider fits in the BGL parametrization with
weak and strong unitarity bounds, with and without the
inclusion of the constraints computed with Light Cone
Sum Rules at w = wmax in [36]:

A1(wmax) = 0.65(18), (19)

R1(wmax) = 1.32(4), R2(wmax) = 0.91(17).

where

R1(w) =
V4(w)

A1(w)
, R2(w) =

w � r

w � 1

✓
1� 1� r

w � r

A5(w)

A1(w)

◆
.

We have also performed fits with the CLN parametriza-
tion (with free parameters A1(1), ⇢2, R1(1), R2(1)) in the
same way as in [14]. We obtain |Vcb| = 0.0393(12)
(�2/dof = 35.4/37) without the LCSR and |Vcb| =
0.0392(12) (�2/dof = 35.9/40) with the LCSR. As ex-
pected, the di↵erence between the values of |Vcb| obtained
with the BGL and CLN parametrization is reduced by
the use of strong unitarity bounds, but it remains as
large as 3.5-5%, depending on whether LCSR results are
included or not.

Comparing the fits in Table V with those in Ref. [14]
we note that the inclusion of the world average for the
branching ratio has a significant impact on |Vcb|: the
central value increases by 1.2 to 1.7% and the error is
reduced by 10-20%. Using the average of Eq. (10) instead
of the Fermilab/MILC result alone also leads to a minor
increase of the |Vcb| central value.

Comparing the fits in Table V with weak and strong
unitarity bounds we observe that the strong constraints

decrease |Vcb| by 1.5-2.2% and tighten its uncertainty
quite a bit, especially in the less constrained fit without
LCSR input.
It is also interesting to compare the e↵ects of the strong

unitarity bounds we have derived with the help of heavy
quark symmetry relations with a naive rescaling of the
weak unitarity conditions of Eq. (15). This gives an idea
of how strong the strong unitarity bounds really are and
helps us understanding their usefulness. The e↵ects of
the strong unitarity bounds is roughly similar to that of
using

2X

n=0

(aV4
n
)2 < ⇤V ,

2X

n=0

[(aA1
n

)2 + (aA5
n

)2] < ⇤A

with ⇤A,V ⇠< 0.2, depending on the inputs. In e↵ect,
the strong unitarity bounds introduce little correlations
among the a

Fj

i
coe�cients: they mostly bound their in-

dividual size. This is unsurprising, as the unitarity sum
rules cannot be saturated by one or two amplitudes only.
We now want to verify a posteriori that the results

of our fits are compatible with heavy quark symmetry
within reasonable uncertainties. Indeed, the form factor
ratios R1,2(w) defined above after Eq. (19) can be deter-
mined from the results of our fits. A deviation from the
NLO HQET predictions significantly larger than ⇠ 20%
would signal an unexpected and unnatural breakdown
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(�2/dof = 35.4/37) without the LCSR and |Vcb| =
0.0392(12) (�2/dof = 35.9/40) with the LCSR. As ex-
pected, the di↵erence between the values of |Vcb| obtained
with the BGL and CLN parametrization is reduced by
the use of strong unitarity bounds, but it remains as
large as 3.5-5%, depending on whether LCSR results are
included or not.

Comparing the fits in Table V with those in Ref. [14]
we note that the inclusion of the world average for the
branching ratio has a significant impact on |Vcb|: the
central value increases by 1.2 to 1.7% and the error is
reduced by 10-20%. Using the average of Eq. (10) instead
of the Fermilab/MILC result alone also leads to a minor
increase of the |Vcb| central value.

Comparing the fits in Table V with weak and strong
unitarity bounds we observe that the strong constraints

decrease |Vcb| by 1.5-2.2% and tighten its uncertainty
quite a bit, especially in the less constrained fit without
LCSR input.
It is also interesting to compare the e↵ects of the strong

unitarity bounds we have derived with the help of heavy
quark symmetry relations with a naive rescaling of the
weak unitarity conditions of Eq. (15). This gives an idea
of how strong the strong unitarity bounds really are and
helps us understanding their usefulness. The e↵ects of
the strong unitarity bounds is roughly similar to that of
using
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rules cannot be saturated by one or two amplitudes only.
We now want to verify a posteriori that the results

of our fits are compatible with heavy quark symmetry
within reasonable uncertainties. Indeed, the form factor
ratios R1,2(w) defined above after Eq. (19) can be deter-
mined from the results of our fits. A deviation from the
NLO HQET predictions significantly larger than ⇠ 20%
would signal an unexpected and unnatural breakdown
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of the parametrization employed. We have checked that
including the previous Babar results for the total branch-
ing fraction leaves the reference fits of Table II almost
una↵ected.

As already done in [13, 17] we compare our results
with expectations based on NLO HQET, supplemented
by QCD sum rules [16], for which we use conservative
error estimates [17]. In particular, we show results for
the two ratios of form factors

R1(w) = (w + 1)mBmD⇤
g(w)

f(w)
, (6)

R2(w) =
w � r

w � 1
� F1(w)

mB(w � 1)f(w)
. (7)

Previous fits to the 2017 Belle data showed a marked dis-
crepancy of R1 with HQET, likely due to the unphysical
behaviour of g discussed above. The plot in Fig. 3 shows
the predictions based on the fits of Table II (left). The
uncertainties of the fit with weak unitarity constraints
are as large as those in the fit to 2017 data only, but now
there is everywhere good agreement with HQET. The
large uncertainty in R1 at low and high recoil is due to
low sensitivity to g(z) in these two regions. Using the
strong constraints, the uncertainty in those two regions
decreases, and it becomes even smaller when using LCSR
results in the fit, see Fig. 3.

As mentioned above, better knowledge of the form
factors in the small recoil region would improve signif-
icantly the determination of |Vcb|. In [13] this was ex-
plicitly illustrated with a fit where we assumed that a fu-
ture lattice calculation would provide the slope of F(w)
at zero recoil. Here, we repeat the exercise taking in-
spiration from the preliminary plots shown in [21] (al-
though the results are still blinded, the slope of F(w) de-
pends only marginally on the blinding factor). We adopt

dF/dw|w=1 = �1.40(7). The 5% uncertainty appears a
realistic goal for the calculations currently in progress.
This value shows some tension with the 2018 data at
small recoil, but while its inclusion in the fit increases the
total �2 by about 4.4, see Table I, it does not compro-
mise the overall quality of the fit. At the same time |Vcb|
increases by over 1�. This simple exercise does not an-
ticipate in any way the final results of the FNAL/MILC
collaboration; its only purpose is to illustrate the poten-
tial impact of lattice calculations on the fit. Inclusion of
strong unitarity bounds and of LCSR does not change
this picture, see Table I.
Finally, let us comment on the binning chosen in [11,

24] for the angular variables. It is known that the single
angular di↵erential rates have a very simple form that
can be parametrized in terms of only 3 parameters in
the cases of ✓l and �, and only 2 parameters in the case
of ✓v, even beyond the SM. Rather than using 10 highly
correlated bins, completely integrated over q2, taking the
first few moments of cos ✓l,v, sin ✓l,v or their analogue in
� in q

2 bins would enhance the sensitivity of the analysis,
a point emphasized also in Ref. [23].

III. SEMITAUONIC DECAYS

The results presented in the previous Section allow us
to provide predictions for three quantities related to semi-
tauonic decays: we update our predictions for R(D⇤) (the
ratio of semitauonic to light lepton widths) and for the
⌧ polarization asymmetry P⌧ [17], and we compute the
longitudinal polarization fraction of the D⇤, FD⇤

L . There
is a new form factor that enters semitauonic decays, the
pseudoscalar form factor, which is unconstrained by the
present experimental data and whose calculation on the
lattice has not yet been completed. Here, to constrain
its values we follow the third method employed in [17]: it
is based on a kinematic relation linking it to F1 at max-
imum recoil and on the use of an HQET relation with
conservative uncertainties at zero recoil. We obtain

R(D⇤) = 0.254+0.007
�0.006 , (8)

P⌧ = �0.476+0.037
�0.034 , (9)

F
D⇤

L = 0.476+0.015
�0.014 , (10)

where we use weak unitarity only and no LCSR input.
In comparison with [17] the error for R(D⇤) is reduced
by 20% (but remains larger than in [15, 16]) and the
central value is about 1� lower. The discrepancy of our
SM prediction for R(D⇤) with the experimental world
average 0.295(11)(8) [1] is therefore now 2.8�. On the
other hand, our prediction for P⌧ is almost unchanged,
and of course agrees with the experimental measurement
P⌧ = �0.38(51)(21) by Belle [33]. Our new F

D⇤

L predic-
tion is in good agreement with previous estimates [34–
36] and 1.4� from the recent experimental measurement
F

D⇤

L = 0.60(8)(4) by the Belle collaboration [37].

Decays with tau require pseudoscalar FF 
undetermined from fit, no lattice 
calculation yet.

We use kinematic constraint at q2=0 
and HQET with conservative uncert.

2.8σ from exp

1.4σ from exp
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Figure 3: Left panel: form factor ratios S1(1)/V1(1) (left-top panel), hA1(1)/V1(1) (left-middle panel) and
S1(1)/hA1(1) (left-bottom panel). These ratios are unity in the heavy quark limit, and the shaded region
shows the NLO HQET estimate [26]. Right panel: R1(w) as a function of w. The BGL and CLN fits shown
in the green and purple bands, respectively, are from Ref. [25] by courtesy of the authors. The inner panel
magnifies a small region around our lattice results. In all the panels, our results are plotted by the same
symbols as Fig. 2.

butions for the first time [20]1. This allows a determination based on the BGL parametrization
yielding |Vcb|⇥103= 41.7(+2.0

�2.1) [22] and 41.9(+2.0
�1.9) [23], which are compatible with the inclusive

determination 42.0(0.5) and slightly larger than 38.2(1.5) with the CLN parametrization [20]. This
led to recent phenomenological discussions about higher order correction to NLO HQET [24, 25].

In the left panel of Fig. 3, we compare form factor ratios between lattice QCD and NLO
HQET. We again confirm that our lattice results mildly depend on a�1, mb and Mp . There seems to
be a systematic deviation for hA1/V1(1) and S1(1)/hA1(1), where V1=h+� (1� r)h�/(1+ r) and
S1=h+�(1+r)(w�1)h�/(1�r)(w+1) are vector and scalar form factors for B!D`n . Note that
the CLN constraint on hA1 is derived from hA1(w)/V1(w) in NLO HQET and the unitarity bound
for V1(w) for B!D`n [19]. Our observation suggests that NLO HQET may receive significant
higher order corrections as discussed in Ref. [24].

However, this seems not to be the case for R1(w), which exhibits one of the largest differences
between the CLN and BGL analyses [25]. The right panel of Fig. 3 shows that our results for R1(w)
favor the CLN prediction, though they eventually have to be extrapolated to the continuum limit
and the physical quark masses. These observations suggest that, at the moment, the |Vcb| tension
may not be simply attributed to the higher order corrections to NLO HQET, and more lattice data
are welcome for a more detailed comparison between the CLN and BGL analyses.

5. Outlook

In this article, we report on our study of the B!D(⇤)`n decays at zero and nonzero recoils.
With our simulation setup, the relevant form factors show mild dependence on a�1, mb and Mp ,
which led us to discuss implication of the preliminary results to the |Vcb| tension. Our goal is to

1Reference [20] analyzes results with a tagged approach. We note that, after the conference, Belle updated their
analysis of B!D⇤`n with an untagged approach by using both the BGL and CLN parametrizations [21].

5

1811.00794

BGL fit to 2017 data



BLINDED FNAL-MILC RESULTS

Unquenched
calculation of all B→D* 

form factors at small recoil
Discretization errors are 

still missing

Blinding is introduced
as a global normalisation factor
 close to 1, which multiplies all
 form factors in the same way.

1901.00216



THE IMPORTANCE OF THE SLOPE

Blinding affects only marginally the
 slope of the ff F, which is key to Vcb.

Plot suggests large slope, dF/dw~-1.4
However they later found a problem…

Assuming -1.40(7) we see that the
fit can still accomodate a high Vcb

Constraints 103 Vcb 𝛘2     

slope 40.8(0.8) 84.5/73
slope+LCSR 40.8(0.8) 88.0/76

Here we use new improved LCSR results 
by Gubernari, Kokulu, van Dyk, 1811.00983
that lead to a minor change wrt 0809.0222 

1901.00216



EXPLOITING LCSRsTheory determination of b ! c Form Factors
SM: BGL fit to data + FF normalization ! |Vcb|

NP: can a↵ect the q2-dependence, introduces additional FFs
To determine general NP, FF shapes needed from theory

In [MJ/Straub’18,Bordone/MJ/vDyk’19] , we use all available theory input:
• Unitarity bounds (using results from [BGL,Bigi/Gambino(/Schacht)’16’17] )

• LQCD for f+,0(q2) (B ! D), hA1
(q2max) (B ! D⇤)

[HPQCD’15,’17,Fermilab/MILC’14,’15]

• LCSR for all FFs [Gubernari/Kokulu/vDyk’18]

• Consistent HQET
expansion [Bernlocher+]

to O(↵s , 1/mb, 1/m2
c)

improved description

FFs under control;
R(D⇤) = 0.247(6)
[Bordone/MJ/vDyk’19]

Bordone, Jung, Van Dyk 1908.09398
building on Bernlochner et al 1703.05330

Jaiswal, Nandi, Patra, 1707.09977

Theory
only

Including both
B ➝D, D* they get

Vcb=40.3(0.8)10-3

M.Jung
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The expansion parameter z is given by

z(t, t0) =

p
t+ � t�p

t+ � t0p
t+ � t+

p
t+ � t0

, (5)

and is small in the physical region. Here t ⌘ q
2
,

t± ⌘ (mB ± mD
⇤)

2
and t0 = t+ �

p
t+(t+ � t�). We

adopt the Blaschke factors, Pi(z), corresponding to re-
moval of the Bc poles of the BD

⇤
system, and the outer

functions, �i(z), from Refs. [3, 12]. The BGL coe�cients

in Eq. 4 satisfy the relations
P

n |a
i
n|

2  1, known as uni-
tarity constraints. The CLN [10] formalism makes similar
expansions up to cubic terms, but imposes heavy-quark
symmetry relations and QCD sum rules to relate the ex-
pansion parameters. The theoretical uncertainties in the
CLN relations have typically been ignored in the form
used to report measurements, leading to internal incon-
sistencies [13].

In this Letter, employing a data sample of 471 ⇥ 10
6

BB pairs [14] produced at the ⌥(4S) resonance and col-
lected by the BABAR detector [15, 16], a full 4-dimensional
analysis of the B ! D

⇤
`
�
⌫` decay rate corresponding

to Eq. 1 is reported. One of the B mesons, referred
to as the tag-side B, is fully reconstructed via hadronic
decays, allowing for the missing neutrino 4-momentum,
pmiss, to be explicitly reconstructed on the signal-side B,
since the initial e

±
4-momenta are known. The hadronic

tagging algorithm uses charm-meson seeds (D
(⇤)

, J/ )
combined with ancillary charmless light hadrons (⇡/K),
and is the same as in several previous BABAR analy-
ses [15, 17, 18]. From the remaining particles in the event

after the tag-B reconstruction, aD
0
meson reconstructed

via one its three cleanest decay modes, K
�
⇡
+
, K

�
⇡
�
⇡
0

or K
�
⇡
+
⇡
�
⇡
+
, is combined with a ⇡

0
or ⇡

+
, to form a

D
⇤0

or D
⇤+

, respectively. For each D
⇤
candidate, the re-

constructed invariant mass of the D
0
and the di↵erence

of the reconstructed masses, �m ⌘ (mD
⇤ � mD), are

required to be within four standard deviations of the ex-
pected resolution from their nominal values, at this stage.
The D

⇤
is combined with a charged lepton ` 2 {e, µ},

with the laboratory momentum of the lepton required to
be greater than 0.2 GeV and 0.3 GeV for e and µ, re-
spectively. The six D

⇤
decay modes along with the two

charged lepton species comprise twelve signal channels
that are processed as independent data samples. No ad-
ditional tracks are allowed in the event. The entire event
topology, e

+
e
� ! ⌥(4S) ! BtagBsig(! D

⇤
`
�
⌫`) is con-

sidered in a kinematic fit including constraints on the
beam-spot, relevant secondary decay vertices and masses

of the reconstructed Btag, Bsig, D
(⇤)

and the missing neu-

trino. The �
2
-probability from this highly constrained fit

is used as the main discriminant against background. To
reject candidates with additional neutral energy deposits,
Eextra is defined as the sum of the energies of the good
quality photons not utilized in the event reconstruction.
The variable Eextra is required to be less than 0.4 GeV
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FIG. 1. Comparisons between data and generic BB simula-
tion in the discriminating variables (a) U and (b) Eextra. For
each plot, selections in all other variables have been applied.

to 0.6 GeV, depending on the D
(⇤)

modes. In contrast to
analyses of charmless semileptonic decays, backgrounds
from continuum qq̄ annihilation events that are typically
more jetty compared to BB production, are found to
be negligible. Therefore, no additional requirement is
placed on event shape variables. Only candidates satis-
fying q

2 2 [0.2, 10.2] GeV
2
are retained. In events with

multiple selected candidates, only the candidate with the
highest �

2
-probability from the kinematic fit is retained.

After all selections, the overall background level is
estimated to be ⇠ 2%, using a simulation of generic
⌥(4S) ! BB events, where both B-mesons decay to
any allowed final state. All selected events enter the 4-
dimensional angular fit; the small remnant background is
treated as a source of systematic uncertainty. Figure 1a
shows the comparison between data and simulation in the
variable U = Emiss � |~pmiss|, where the resolution in the
neutrino reconstruction has been weighted in the signal
part of this simulation to match that in the data. Here
Emiss and ~pmiss correspond to the missing neutrino en-
ergy and momentum, respectively. Figure 1b shows the
comparison in the discriminating variable Eextra. The
e�ciency in Eextra in the Eextra ! 0 signal region does
not a↵ect the angular analysis, so that an exact agree-
ment is not required. The generic BB simulation agrees
with the data in all kinematic-variable distributions in
the sideband regions, validating its use to estimate the
background in the signal region. The final requirement is
|U |  90 MeV. The total number of selected candidates
at this stage is 6112, with the estimated signal yield being
around 5932.
In addition to the generic BB simulation sample used

for the data analysis where both B-mesons are decayed
generically, a separate category of BB simulation is
employed where the Btag is decayed generically, but

Bsig ! D
⇤
(! D⇡)`

�
⌫` is decayed uniformly in dq

2
d⌦ at

the generator level. This latter sample is used to correct
for detector acceptance e↵ects in the fit to Eq. 1. The
simulation undergoes the same reconstruction and selec-
tion steps as the data sample.
Unbinned maximum-likelihood fits to the the BABAR

Reanalysis of tagged B0 and B+ 
data, unbinned 4 dimensional fit
with simplified BGL and CLN 
About 6000 events
No data provided yet
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data in the four-dimensional decay rate given by Eq. 1
are performed in two variants, both employing BGL ex-
pansions of the form factors. For the nominal BABAR-only
variant, the negative log likelihood (NLL) is of the non-
extended type, implying that the overall normalization
factor is not imposed. This fit is used to extract the
three form factors in a fashion insulated from systematic
uncertainties related to the normalization, in particular
with the estimation of the Btag yield. To extract |Vcb|,
a second version of the fit is performed, where the inte-
grated rate � is converted to a branching fraction, B, as
� = B/⌧B , where ⌧B is the B-meson lifetime. The latest

HFLAV [19] values of B and ⌧B , for B
0
and B

�
mesons,

are employed as additional Gaussian constraints to the
BABAR-only NLL, and the entire fit is repeated. Second,
at the zero-recoil point, the relation

F1(q
2
max) = (mB �mD

⇤)f(q
2
max) (6)

is used to express a
F1
0 in terms of the remaining BGL

coe�cients in f and F1. Therefore, a
F1
0 is not a free

parameter in the fit, but is derived from the remain-
ing parameters. The small isospin dependence of these
constraints, arising from the di↵erences m

B
+ �m

B
0 and

m
D

⇤0 �m
D

⇤+ , is ignored in the calculation.
BGL expansion coe�cients beyond the linear terms are

essentially unconstrained by our data and allowing them
to vary in the fit produces no statistically significant ef-
fect on the form factor shapes, but results in violations of
the unitarity constraints. Therefore, the BGL expansion
fit is performed withN = 1. The background subtraction
is performed using a background component estimated
from the generic BB simulation sample. To ensure that
a global minimum for the NLL is reached, 1000 instances
of the fits are executed, with uniform sampling on [-1,+1]
for the starting values of the an coe�cients. Among con-
vergent fits, a unique minimum NLL is always found, up
to small variations in the least significant digits in the fit
parameters.

Many sources of systematic uncertainties cancel in
this analysis, since no normalization is required from
the BABAR data sample. Tracking e�ciences in
simulation show no significant dependence on q

2
or

{cos ✓`, cos ✓V ,�}. To account for the resolutions in the
reconstructed kinematic variables, the normalization of
the probablity density function in the fit is performed
using reconstructed variables from the simulation. The
dominant systematic uncertainty comes from the rem-
nant background that can pollute the angular distribu-
tions. To estimate its e↵ect on the fit results, the fit pro-
cedure is repeated excluding the background subtraction
and the di↵erence in the results is taken as the system-
atic uncertainty. For the fit using the HFLAV branching
fractions, the uncertainties in those branching fractions
are taken from HFLAV [19].

Table I summarizes the main results from the BGL

af
0 ⇥ 102 af

1 ⇥ 102 a
F1
1 ⇥ 102 ag

0 ⇥ 102 ag
1 ⇥ 102 |Vcb|⇥ 103

1.29 1.63 0.03 2.74 8.33 38.36
±0.03 ±1.00 ±0.11 ±0.11 ±6.67 ±0.90

TABLE I. The N = 1 BGL expansion results of this analysis,
including systematic uncertainties.
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FIG. 2. Comparison between the BABAR BGL and CLN-
WA [19] form factors, {A1, A2, V }. Also shown is the LCSR
prediction at q2 = 0 [21]. The error bands are depicted by
the dashed curves and include both statistical and systematic
uncertainties.

fits, including |Vcb|. Several checks are performed to
ensure stability of the results. Cross-checks are per-
formed via separate fits to the B

0
and B

�
isospin modes

that have charged and neutral pions for the soft pion
in D

⇤ ! D⇡ [20]. Cross-checks are also performed
for separate fits to the two lepton species. Results are
found to be compatible within the statistical uncertain-
ties and thus no additional uncertainty is quoted from
these checks. The values of |Vcb|⇥10

3
, including only sta-

tistical uncertainties, for the e, µ, B
0
, B

�
separated fits

are 38.59±1.15, 38.24±1.05, 38.03±1.05 and 38.68±1.16,
respectively. The use of t0 = t� in the BGL expansion, as
in Refs. [3, 6, 7] also gives results consistent with Table I.

Figure 2 shows the comparisons with the CLN world
average (CLN-WA) [19] as well as light cone sum rules
(LCSR) at the maximum recoil from Ref. [21]. Phe-
nomenologically, the most important feature in Fig. 2 is
the discrepancy between CLN-WA and BGL at the zero-
recoil limit, where HQET is expected to hold. Numer-
ically, the p-value of the consistency between the CLN-
WA and BABAR BGL results, computed near the zero-
recoil point, is 0.0013. The BGL formalism explicitly
avoids placing any HQET-based connections between the
form factors. The di↵erence could point to non-negligible
corrections that are of higher order in {↵s,⇤/mb,c} [3].
While experimental tests of the validity of HQET-based
form factors have been carried out elsewhere [22], the ra-
tio among the helicity amplitudes obtainable from tagged
B ! D

⇤
`
�
⌫` is a more unambiguous and clean way to

probe HQET.

For |Vcb|, the result obtained here is well below the
value determined from inclusive decays. This is in

Simplified BGL form factors 
compared with CLN HFLAV

Vcb=0.03836(90)



INCLUSIVE DECAYS: BASICS

Simple idea: inclusive decays do not depend on final state, long distance 
dynamics of the B meson factorizes. An OPE allows to express it in terms of B 
meson matrix elements of local operators

The Wilson coefficients are perturbative, matrix elements of local ops 
parameterize non-pert physics: double series in αs, Λ/mb 

Lowest order: decay of a free b,  linear Λ/mb absent. Depends on mb,c, 2 
parameters at O(1/mb2), 2 more at O(1/mb3)... 
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INCLUSIVE SEMILEPTONIC B DECAYS
  Inclusive observables are double series in 𝛬/mb and αs

Mi =M (0)
i +

↵s

⇡
M (1)

i +
⇣↵s

⇡

⌘2
M (2)

i +
⇣
M (⇡,0)

i +
↵s

⇡
M (⇡,1)

i

⌘ µ2
⇡

m2
b

+
⇣
M (G,0)

i +
↵s

⇡
M (G,1)

i

⌘ µ2
G

m2
b

+M (D,0)
i

⇢3D
m3

b

+M (LS,0)
i

⇢3LS

m3
b

+ ...

Global shape parameters (first moments of the distributions, with various lower 
cuts on El) tell us about mb, mc and the B structure, total rate about |Vcb|

 
OPE parameters describe universal properties of the B meson and of the quarks: 

they are useful in many applications (rare decays, Vub,...) 

Reliability of the method depends on our control of higher order effects.  Quark-
hadron duality violation would manifest as inconsistency in the fit.

kinetic scheme fit includes all corrections , mc constraint from 
sum rules/lattice

O(α2
s , αs/m2

b ,1/m3
b)



FIT RESULTS

results depend little on 
assumption for correlations and 
choice of inputs, 1.8% 
determination of  Vcb

20-30% determination of the 
OPE parameters

b mass determination in 
agreement with recent lattice 
and sum rules results

Without mass constraints

2

a(1) a(2,�0) a(2) p(1) g(0) g(1) d(0)

-0.95 -0.47 0.71 0.99 -1.91 -3.51 -16.6

-1.66 -0.43 -2.04 1.35 -1.84 -2.98 -17.5

-1.24 -0.28 0.01 1.14 -1.91 -3.23 -16.6

TABLE I. Coe⇥cients of (3) for mkin
b (1GeV) = 4.55GeV and

with the charm mass in the kinetic scheme, mkin
c (1GeV) =

1.091GeV (first row), and in the MS scheme, mc(3GeV) =
0.986GeV (2nd row) and mc(2GeV) = 1.091GeV (3rd row).

⇧m2n
X ⌃ = 1

�E`>Ecut

⌃

E`>Ecut

m2n
X

d�

dm2
X

dm2
X .

where E� is the lepton energy, m2
X the invariant hadronic

squared mass, and Ecut an experimental threshold on the
lepton energy applied by some of the experiments. Since
the physical information of moments of the same type is
highly correlated, for n > 1 it is better to employ central
moments, computed relative to ⇧E�⌃ and ⇧m2

X⌃. The in-
formation on the non-perturbative parameters obtained
from a fit to the moments enables us to extract |Vcb| from
the total semileptonic width [19–21].

The expansion for the total semileptonic width is

�sl =�0

⌥
1 + a(1)

�s(mb)

⌅
+ a(2,�0)⇥0

��s

⌅

⇥2
+ a(2)

��s

⌅

⇥2

+

⇤
�1

2
+ p(1)

�s

⌅

⌅
µ2
⇥

m2
b

+
�
g(0) + g(1)

�s

⌅

⇥ µ2
G(mb)

m2
b

+d(0)
⇧3D
m3

b

� g(0)
⇧3LS

m3
b

+ higher orders

⇧
, (3)

where �0 = Aew|V 2
cb|G2

Fm
5
b(1 � 8⇧ + 8⇧3 � ⇧4 �

12⇧2 ln ⇧)/192⌅3 is the tree level free quark decay width,
⇧ = m2

c/m
2
b , and Aew = 1.014 the leading electroweak

correction. We have split the �2
s coe⇧cient into a BLM

piece proportional to ⇥0 = 9 (with three massless ac-
tive quark flavors) and a remainder. The expansions for
the moments have the same structure. The parameters
µ2
⇥, µ

2
G, ⇧

3
D, ⇧3LS are the B meson expectation values of

the relevant dimension 5 and 6 local operators.
In Eq. (3) and in the calculation of all the moments we

have included the complete one and two-loop perturba-
tive corrections [22–27], as well as 1/m2,3

b power correc-
tions [16–18, 28]. We neglect contributions of order 1/m4

b
and 1/m5

Q [29], which appear to lead to a very small shift
in |Vcb|, but we include for the first time the perturbative
corrections to the leading power suppressed contributions
[13–15] to the width (see also [30] for the limit mc ⌅ 0)
and to all the moments [31].

The coe⇧cients a(i), g(i), p(1), d(0) in Eq. (3) are func-
tions of ⇧ and of various unphysical scales, such as the
one of �s. They are given in Table 1 for specific val-
ues of the quark masses. We use the kinetic scheme [32]
with cuto⇥ at 1GeV for mb and the OPE parameters and
three di⇥erent options for the charm mass.

mkin
b mc(3GeV) µ2

⇤ ⇥3D µ2
G ⇥3LS BRc ⇥ 103|Vcb|

4.553 0.987 0.465 0.170 0.332 -0.150 10.65 42.21

0.020 0.013 0.068 0.038 0.062 0.096 0.16 0.78

1 0.508 -0.099 0.142 0.596 -0.173 -0.075 -0.427

1 -0.013 0.002 -0.023 0.007 0.016 -0.047

1 0.711 -0.025 0.041 0.144 0.338

1 -0.064 -0.154 0.065 0.195

1 -0.032 -0.022 -0.255

1 -0.017 0.011

1 0.359

1

TABLE II. Results of the global fit in our default scenario.
All parameters are in GeV at the appropriate power and all,
except mc, in the kinetic scheme at µ = 1GeV. The first
and second rows give central values and uncertainties, the
correlation matrix follows.

THE GLOBAL FIT

The available measurements of the semileptonic mo-
ments [4] and the recent, precise determinations of the
heavy quark masses significantly constrain the parame-
ters entering Eq. (3), making possible a determination of
|Vcb| whose uncertainty is dominated by our ignorance
of higher order e⇥ects. Duality violation e⇥ects can be
constrained a posteriori, by checking whether the OPE
predictions fit the experimental data, but this again de-
pends on precise OPE predictions.
We perform a fit to the semileptonic data listed in

Table 1 of Ref. [8] with �s(4.6GeV) = 0.22 and em-
ploy a few additional inputs. Since the moments are
mostly sensitive to ⇤ mb � 0.8mc, it is essential to in-
clude information on at least one of the heavy quark
masses. Because of its smaller absolute uncertainty, mc

is preferable. Among recent mc determinations [33–35]
we choose mc(3GeV) = 0.986(13)GeV [33], although
we will discuss the inclusion of mb determinations as
well. We also include a loose bound on the chromomag-
netic expectation value from the B hyperfine splitting,
µ2
G(mb) = 0.35(7)GeV2. Finally, as all observables de-

pend very weakly on ⇧3LS , we use the heavy quark sum
rule constraint ⇧3LS = �0.15(10)GeV3.
As should be clear from the above discussion on higher

orders in the OPE, the estimate of theoretical errors and
of their correlation is crucial. We follow the strategy of
[8, 19] for theoretical uncertainties, updating it because
of the new corrections that we include. In particular, we
assign an irreducible uncertainty of 8 MeV to mc,b, and
vary �s(mb) by ±0.018, µ2

⇥ and µ2
G by ±7%, ⇧3D and ⇧3LS

by ±30%. This implies a total theoretical uncertainty
between 2.0% and 2.6% in the semileptonic width, de-
pending on the scheme. For the theory correlations we
adopt scenario D of Ref. [8], i.e. we assume no correla-

mkin
b (1GeV)� 0.85mc(3GeV) = 3.714± 0.018GeV
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HIGHER POWER CORRECTIONS
Proliferation of non-pert parameters  starting 1/m4: 9 at dim 7, 18 at dim 8

Lowest Lying State Saturation 
Approx (LLSA) truncating    

Mannel,Turczyk,Uraltsev
 1009.4622

�B|O1O2|B⇥ =
X

n

�B|O1|n⇥�n|O2|B⇥
see also Heinonen,Mannel 1407.4384

and relating higher dimensional to lower dimensional matrix elements, e.g.

excitation energy to P-wave states. LLSA might set the scale of effect, but large 
corrections to LLSA have been found in some cases 1206.2296 

⇢3D = ✏µ2
⇡ ⇢3LS = �✏µ2

G ✏ ⇠ 0.4GeV

In principle relevant: HQE contains O(1/mn
b1/mk

c )

We use LLSA as loose constraint or priors (60% gaussian uncertainty, dimensional 
estimate for vanishing matrix elements) in a fit including higher powers. The rest of 
the fit is unchanged, with slightly smaller theoretical errors

|Vcb| = 42.00(64)⇥ 10�3



PROSPECTS for INCLUSIVE Vcb

Theoretical uncertainties dominate 

O(αs/mb3) calculation completed for width (Mannel, Pivovarov) in progress 
for the moments (S. Nandi, PG)

O(1/mQ4,5) effects need further investigation but small effect on Vcb

O(𝛼s3) corrections to total width feasible, needed for 1% uncertainty?

Electroweak (QED) corrections require attention

New observables in view of Belle-II: FB asymmetry proposed by S.Turczyk 
could be measured already by Babar and Belle now, q2 moments…

Lattice QCD information on local matrix elements is the next frontier 
(e.g. heavy meson masses and Hashimoto 1703.01881) 



MESON MASSES FROM ETMC

on the lattice one can compute mesons for arbitrary quark masses

We used both pseudoscalar and vector mesons

Direct 2+1+1 simulation, a=0.62-0.89 fm, mπ=210-450 MeV, heavy masses 
from mc to 3mc, ETM ratio method with extrapolation to static point.

Kinetic scheme with cutoff at 1GeV,  good sensitivity up to 1/m3  corrections

Results consistent with s.l. fits

MHQ = mQ + ⇤̄+
µ2
⇡
� aHµ2

G

2mQ

+ . . .

see also Kronfeld & Simone hep-ph/0006345, 1802.04248

Melis, Simula, PG 1704.06105



EXCLUSIVE Vub 

Theory looks fine: two LQCD and LCSR agree well
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Figure 59: The B ! ⇡`⌫ q2 spectrum measurements and the average spectrum obtained from
the likelihood combination (shown in black).

6.3.2 |Vub| from B ! ⇡`⌫

The |Vub| average can be determined from the averaged q2 spectrum in combination with a
prediction for the normalization of the B ! ⇡ form factor. The differential decay rate for light
leptons (e, µ) is given by

�� = ��(q2low, q
2
high) =

Z
q
2
high

q
2
low

dq2

8 |~p⇡|

3

G2
F
|Vub|

2 q2

256 ⇡3 m2
B

H2
0 (q

2)

�
, (211)

where GF is Fermi’s constant, |~p⇡| is the absolute four-momentum of the final state ⇡ (a function
of q2), mB the B0-meson mass, and H0(q2) the only non-zero helicity amplitude. The helicity
amplitude is a function of the form factor f+,

H0 =
2mB |~p⇡|p

q2
f+(q

2). (212)

The form factor f+ can be calculated with non-perturbative methods, but its general form can
be constrained by the differential B ! ⇡`⌫ spectrum. Here, we parametrize the form factor
using the BCL parametrization [535].

The decay rate is proportional to |Vub|
2
|f+(q2)|2. Thus to extract |Vub| one needs to deter-

mine f+(q2) (at least at one value of q2). In order to enhance the precision, a binned �2 fit is
performed using a �2 function of the form

�2 =
⇣
~B ��~� ⌧

⌘T

C�1
⇣
~B ��~� ⌧

⌘
+ �2

LQCD + �2
LCSR (213)
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Figure 18. Comparison of f+ (left) and f0 (right) from this work with previous lattice-QCD

calculations by HPQCD [4], Fermilab/MILC[5] and RBC/UKQCD [13].

instead carry out the extrapolation in two steps, taking the chiral-continuum extrapolated

results and feeding them into the z expansion. We introduce a functional method to perform

the z expansion. We also apply the z expansion to the experimental data and, after verifying

that the fits to experiment and to lattice QCD are consistent, we carry out a combined fit to

obtain |Vub|. A byproduct of the last step is a precise determination for f+(q
2
) constrained

by lattice QCD at high q
2 and experiment at low q

2.

A. z expansions of heavy-light semileptonic form factors

The z expansion involves mapping the variable q
2 to a new variable z by [57]

z(t, t0) =

p
t+ � q2 �

p
t+ � t0p

t+ � q2 +
p
t+ � t0

, (5.1)

where t± = (MB ± M⇡)
2 and t0 is chosen for convenience below. This change of variables

maps the whole complex q
2 plane onto the unit disk in the z plane, where the upper (lower)

path along the branch cut [t+,1) is mapped to the lower (upper) half of the circle enclosing

the unit disk in the complex z plane. Choosing t0 = (MB + M⇡)(
p
MB �

p
M⇡)

2 centers

the full kinematic range for semileptonic B ! ⇡`⌫ decay around the origin z = 0, and,

moreover, restricts z to |z| < 0.28. The small, bounded interval, together with a constraint

40
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Figure 24. Comparison of f+ (left) and f0 (right) from the z-expansion fit results of this work with

recent theoretical calculations using light-cone sum rules (LCSR) [62] and lattice QCD [13].

theoretical expectation from Eq. (5.22), taking the HPQCD Collaboration’s recent three-

flavor lattice-QCD result for the decay-constant ratio fB⇤/fB = 0.941(26) [65], and using the

same value of gB⇤B⇡ = 0.45(8) as in our chiral-continuum extrapolation. The large width of

the expected band is due to the generous range taken for gB⇤B⇡. Higher-order corrections

in the heavy-quark expansion are expected to be small. Taking a conservative value for

⇤ = 500 MeV and mb = 4.2 GeV, one would estimate (⇤/mb)
2 corrections to be about 1%.

The difference of fB⇤/fB from one also provides a measure of ⇤/mb ⇠ 6%, which would

indicate that (⇤/mb)
2 corrections may even be below the percent level. The lattice form

factors agree with the theoretical expectation for q
2 & 27 GeV

2.

D. Determination of |Vub|

We now combine our lattice form factors with experimental data for B ! ⇡`⌫ to obtain

|Vub|. The Standard-Model partial branching fraction is ⌧Bd�/dq
2, where d�/dq

2 is defined

in Eq. (1.1). The contribution from f0 is negligible due to the small lepton mass. Given

f+(q
2
), the branching fraction in the ith q

2 bin [q
2
i
, q

2
i+1] is

�B
fit
i

= C
2
B
|Vub|

2

ˆ
q
2
i+1

q
2
i

|p⇡(q
2
)|
3
|f+(q

2
)|
2
dq

2
, (5.23)
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EXCLUSIVE Vub 

bad chi2/dof, situation would improve (and  Vub would increase) by considering 
discrepant results with care
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Figure 59: The B ! ⇡`⌫ q2 spectrum measurements and the average spectrum obtained from
the likelihood combination (shown in black).

6.3.2 |Vub| from B ! ⇡`⌫

The |Vub| average can be determined from the averaged q2 spectrum in combination with a
prediction for the normalization of the B ! ⇡ form factor. The differential decay rate for light
leptons (e, µ) is given by

�� = ��(q2low, q
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where GF is Fermi’s constant, |~p⇡| is the absolute four-momentum of the final state ⇡ (a function
of q2), mB the B0-meson mass, and H0(q2) the only non-zero helicity amplitude. The helicity
amplitude is a function of the form factor f+,

H0 =
2mB |~p⇡|p

q2
f+(q

2). (212)

The form factor f+ can be calculated with non-perturbative methods, but its general form can
be constrained by the differential B ! ⇡`⌫ spectrum. Here, we parametrize the form factor
using the BCL parametrization [535].

The decay rate is proportional to |Vub|
2
|f+(q2)|2. Thus to extract |Vub| one needs to deter-

mine f+(q2) (at least at one value of q2). In order to enhance the precision, a binned �2 fit is
performed using a �2 function of the form

�2 =
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Figure 59: The B ! ⇡`⌫ q2 spectrum measurements and the average spectrum obtained from
the likelihood combination (shown in black).

6.3.2 |Vub| from B ! ⇡`⌫

The |Vub| average can be determined from the averaged q2 spectrum in combination with a
prediction for the normalization of the B ! ⇡ form factor. The differential decay rate for light
leptons (e, µ) is given by
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where GF is Fermi’s constant, |~p⇡| is the absolute four-momentum of the final state ⇡ (a function
of q2), mB the B0-meson mass, and H0(q2) the only non-zero helicity amplitude. The helicity
amplitude is a function of the form factor f+,

H0 =
2mB |~p⇡|p

q2
f+(q

2). (212)

The form factor f+ can be calculated with non-perturbative methods, but its general form can
be constrained by the differential B ! ⇡`⌫ spectrum. Here, we parametrize the form factor
using the BCL parametrization [535].

The decay rate is proportional to |Vub|
2
|f+(q2)|2. Thus to extract |Vub| one needs to deter-

mine f+(q2) (at least at one value of q2). In order to enhance the precision, a binned �2 fit is
performed using a �2 function of the form
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Figure 60: Fit of the BCL parametrization to the averaged q2 spectrum from BABAR and Belle
and the LQCD and LCSR calculations. The error bands represent the 1 � (dark green) and
2 � (light green) uncertainties of the fitted spectrum.

art calculation includes up to two-loop contributions [539]. It is included in Eq. (213) via

�2
LQCR =

⇣
fLCSR
+ � f+(q

2 = 0;~b)
⌘2

/�2
f
LCSR
+

. (215)

The |Vub| average is obtained for two versions: the first combines the data with the LQCD
constraints and the second additionally includes the information from the LCSR calculation.
The resulting values for |Vub| are

|Vub| = (3.70± 0.10 (exp)± 0.12 (theo))⇥ 10�3 (data + LQCD), (216)
|Vub| = (3.67± 0.09 (exp)± 0.12 (theo))⇥ 10�3 (data + LQCD + LCSR), (217)

for the first and second fit version, respectively. The result of the fit including both LQCD and
LCSR is shown in Figure 60. The �2 probability of the fit is 47%. We quote the result of the
fit including both LQCD and LCSR calculations as our average for |Vub|. The best fit values
for |Vub| and the BCL parameters and their covariance matrix are given in Tables 83 and 84.

6.3.3 Combined extraction of |Vub| and |Vcb|

The LHCb experiment reported the first observation of the CKM suppressed decay ⇤0
b
! pµ⌫

[530] and the measurement of the ratio of partial branching fractions at high q2 for ⇤0
b
! pµ⌫

and ⇤0
b
! ⇤+

c
(! pK⇡)µ⌫ decays,

R =
B(⇤0

b
! pµ⌫)q2>15 GeV 2

B(⇤0
b
! ⇤+

c
µ⌫)q2>7 GeV 2

= (1.00± 0.04± 0.08)⇥ 10�2. (218)
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Figure 60: Fit of the BCL parametrization to the averaged q2 spectrum from BABAR and Belle
and the LQCD and LCSR calculations. The error bands represent the 1 � (dark green) and
2 � (light green) uncertainties of the fitted spectrum.

art calculation includes up to two-loop contributions [539]. It is included in Eq. (213) via
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The |Vub| average is obtained for two versions: the first combines the data with the LQCD
constraints and the second additionally includes the information from the LCSR calculation.
The resulting values for |Vub| are

|Vub| = (3.70± 0.10 (exp)± 0.12 (theo))⇥ 10�3 (data + LQCD), (216)
|Vub| = (3.67± 0.09 (exp)± 0.12 (theo))⇥ 10�3 (data + LQCD + LCSR), (217)

for the first and second fit version, respectively. The result of the fit including both LQCD and
LCSR is shown in Figure 60. The �2 probability of the fit is 47%. We quote the result of the
fit including both LQCD and LCSR calculations as our average for |Vub|. The best fit values
for |Vub| and the BCL parameters and their covariance matrix are given in Tables 83 and 84.

6.3.3 Combined extraction of |Vub| and |Vcb|

The LHCb experiment reported the first observation of the CKM suppressed decay ⇤0
b
! pµ⌫

[530] and the measurement of the ratio of partial branching fractions at high q2 for ⇤0
b
! pµ⌫

and ⇤0
b
! ⇤+

c
(! pK⇡)µ⌫ decays,

R =
B(⇤0

b
! pµ⌫)q2>15 GeV 2

B(⇤0
b
! ⇤+

c
µ⌫)q2>7 GeV 2

= (1.00± 0.04± 0.08)⇥ 10�2. (218)
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OTHER DECAY MODES
lattice QCD charm and beauty form factors R(D⇤) b & c quark masses summary FCNC mixing

Bs ! K`⌫

I HPQCD, RBC-UKQCD, ALPHA
[Bouchard et al. PRD90(2014)054506] [Flynn et al. PRD91(2015)074510] [Bahr et al. PLB757(2016)473]

I New 2019: Fermilab/MILC [Bazavov et al. PRD100(2019)034501]
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LHCb can access |Vub/Vcb| from 𝛬b and Bs decays. Also B→𝜌 etc

O. Witzel, Beauty 2019



Vub from inclusive decays: cuts
Experiments often use kinematic cuts to avoid the b→clv background:

 
                   
The cuts destroy convergence of the OPE that works so well in b→c. 
OPE expected to work only 
away from pert singularities 

Rate becomes sensitive to
b-quark wave function properties 
like Fermi motion. Dominant non-
pert contributions can be resummed 
into a SHAPE FUNCTION f(k+). 
Equivalently the SF is seen to emerge 
from soft gluon resummation

Luke

mX < MD E` > (M2
B �M2

D)/2MB q2 > (MB �MD)2...



HOW  TO ACCESS THE SF?

Predictions based on 
resummed pQCD 

Dress Gluon 
Exponentiation, ADFR

OPE constraints + 
parameterization 

without/with resummation 

GGOU, BLNP

Fit semileptonic (and radiative) data  
SIMBA, NNVub

d3�
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Table 90: Summary of input parameters used by the different theory calculations, correspond-
ing inclusive determinations of |Vub| and their average. The errors quoted on |Vub| correspond
to experimental and theoretical uncertainties, respectively.

BLNP DGE GGOU ADFR BLL
Input parameters

scheme SF MS kinetic MS 1S
Ref. [572,573] Ref. [574] see Sec. 6.2.2 Ref. [575] Ref. [556]
mb (GeV) 4.582 ± 0.026 4.188 ±0.043 4.554 ±0.018 4.188 ±0.043 4.704 ±0.029
µ2
⇡

(GeV2) 0.145 +0.091
�0.097 - 0.414 ±0.078 - -

Ref. |Vub| values [10�3]

CLEO Ee [564] 4.22± 0.49+0.29
�0.34 3.86± 0.45+0.25

�0.27 4.23± 0.49+0.22
�0.31 3.42± 0.40+0.17

�0.17 -
Belle MX , q2 [566] 4.51± 0.47+0.27

�0.29 4.43± 0.47+0.19
�0.21 4.52± 0.48+0.25

�0.28 3.93± 0.41+0.18
�0.17 4.68± 0.49+0.30

�0.30

Belle Ee [565] 4.93± 0.46+0.26
�0.29 4.82± 0.45+0.23

�0.23 4.95± 0.46+0.16
�0.21 4.48± 0.42+0.20

�0.20 -
BABAR Ee [560] 4.41± 0.12+0.27

�0.27 3.85± 0.11+0.08
�0.07 3.96± 0.10+0.17

�0.17 - -
BABAR Ee, smax

h [563] 4.71± 0.32+0.33
�0.38 4.35± 0.29+0.28

�0.30 - 3.81± 0.19+0.19
�0.18

Belle p⇤
`
, (MX , q2) fit [554] 4.50± 0.27+0.20

�0.22 4.62± 0.28+0.13
�0.13 4.62± 0.28+0.09

�0.10 4.50± 0.30+0.20
�0.20 -

BABAR MX [555] 4.24± 0.19+0.25
�0.25 4.47± 0.20+0.19

�0.24 4.30± 0.20+0.20
�0.21 3.83± 0.18+0.20

�0.19 -
BABAR MX [555] 4.03± 0.22+0.22

�0.22 4.22± 0.23+0.21
�0.27 4.10± 0.23+0.16

�0.17 3.75± 0.21+0.18
�0.18 -

BABAR MX , q2 [555] 4.32± 0.23+0.26
�0.28 4.24± 0.22+0.18

�0.21 4.33± 0.23+0.24
�0.27 3.75± 0.20+0.17

�0.17 4.50± 0.24+0.29
�0.29

BABAR P+ [555] 4.09± 0.25+0.25
�0.25 4.17± 0.25+0.28

�0.37 4.25± 0.26+0.26
�0.27 3.57± 0.22+0.19

�0.18 -
BABAR p⇤

`
, (MX , q2) fit [555] 4.33± 0.24+0.19

�0.21 4.45± 0.24+0.12
�0.13 4.44± 0.24+0.09

�0.10 4.33± 0.24+0.19
�0.19 -

BABAR p⇤
`

[555] 4.34± 0.27+0.20
�0.21 4.43± 0.27+0.13

�0.13 4.43± 0.27+0.09
�0.11 4.28± 0.27+0.19

�0.19 -
Belle MX , q2 [567] - - - - 5.01± 0.39+0.32

�0.32

Average 4.44+0.13
�0.14

+0.21
�0.22 3.99± 0.10+0.09

�0.10 4.32± 0.12+0.12
�0.13 3.99± 0.13+0.18

�0.12 4.62± 0.20+0.29
�0.29

6.4.2 DGE

Andersen and Gardi (Dressed Gluon Exponentiation, DGE) [574] provide a framework where
the on-shell b-quark calculation, converted into hadronic variables, is directly used as an ap-
proximation to the meson decay spectrum without the use of a leading-power non-perturbative
function (or, in other words, a shape function). The on-shell mass of the b-quark within the
B-meson (mb) is required as input. The DGE calculation uses the MS renormalization scheme.
The heavy quark parameters determined from the global fit in the kinetic scheme, described in
6.2.2, were therefore translated into the MS scheme by using code provided by Einan Gardi
(based on Refs. [576, 577]), giving mb(MS) = (4.188 ± 0.043) GeV. The extracted values of
|Vub| for each measurement along with their average are given in Table 90 and illustrated in
Fig. 64(b). The total error is +3.3

�3.4%, whose breakdown is: statistics (+1.8
�1.8%), detector effects

(+1.7
�1.7%), B ! Xc`+⌫` model (+1.3

�1.3%), B ! Xu`+⌫` model (+2.1
�1.7%), strong coupling ↵s (+0.5

�0.6%),
mb (+3.2

�2.9%), weak annihilation (+0.0
�1.1%), matching scales in DGE (+0.5

�0.4%). The largest contribu-
tion to the total error is due to the effect of the uncertainty on mb. The uncertainty due to
weak annihilation has been assumed to be asymmetric, i.e. it only tends to decrease |Vub|.

6.4.3 GGOU

Gambino, Giordano, Ossola and Uraltsev (GGOU) [578] compute the triple differential decay
rates of B ! Xu`+⌫`, including all perturbative and non–perturbative effects through O(↵2

s
�0)

and O(1/m3
b
). The Fermi motion is parameterized in terms of a single light–cone function

174

Importance of the model used to simulate the signal



THE NNVUB PROJECT
K.Healey, C. Mondino, PG, 1604.07598

• Use Artificial Neural Networks to parameterize shape functions without bias 
and extract Vub from theoretical constraints and data, together with HQE 
parameters in a model independent way (without assumptions on functional 
form). Similar to NNPDF. Applies to b→ulv, b→sγ, b→sl+l- 

• Belle-II will be able to measure some kinematic distributions, thus constraining 
directly the shape functions. NNVub will provide a flexible tool to analyse data. 



PROSPECTS @ BELLE-II
• Learning	@	Belle-II	from	
kinematic	distributions,	e.g.	
MX	spectrum	

• OPE	parameters	checked/
improved	in	b→ulv	(mo-
ments):		global	NN+OPE	fit	

• alternative	approach	SIMBA	
Bernlochner,	Tackmann,	Ligeti,	Stewart		

• include	all	relevant	informa-
tion	with	correlations	

• check	signal	dependence	at	
endpoint		

• full	phase	space	
implementation	of	αs2	and					
αs/mb2	corrections	

• model/exclude	high	q2	tail

At	Belle-II	we	can	hope	to	bring	inclusive	Vub	at	almost	the	same	level	as	Vcb

Reweight	replicas	based	on	agreement	with		
spectra	or	train	them	directly	on	it	can	reduce	

SF	uncertainty	by	up	to	70%



CONCLUSIONS
Revisiting the exclusive b➝c decays has been useful: uncertainties were 
underestimated. Several lattice coll. are computing all necessary FFs, in 
parallel with Belle-II improved measurements (also for the inclusive 
moments). 

Inclusive/Exclusive tensions remain, but weaker. Hopefully, they will disappear.

Experiments should provide deconvoluted spectra or alternative but equivalent 
information. Theoretical prejudice is transient by definition and should never 
be hardwired into precision measurements.

Lattice calculations may have an impact on inclusive analyses: unexplored 
land.

Something is moving also for  Vub and more will come by the enhanced 
possibilities at Belle-II
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FIG. 4. Summary of Vcb results from inclusive and exclusive

decays obtained in Refs. [3, 6, 13] and this work, based on the

quoted lattice QCD and experimental results. We show here

the results obtained with weak unitarity constraints and no

LCSR input only.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied the impact of a new
Belle untagged analysis of the B ! D

⇤
`⌫ decay. When

we analyse the data of Ref. [24] we obtain a value of
|Vcb| 2.1% higher than reported there, with an uncer-
tainty about 50% larger. Including in the fit the previous
tagged analysis by Belle [11] we get

|Vcb| = (39.6+1.1
�1.0)⇥ 10�3 (11)

which still di↵ers from the inclusive determination by
about 1.9� and is in excellent agreement with the de-
termination from B ! D`⌫, see the overview that we
provide in Fig. 4. We find that the inclusion of strong
unitarity bounds and of LCSR results at maximum recoil
in the fit does not change the central value of |Vcb|, al-
though it helps constraining the individual form factors.
As a byproduct of our analysis, we provide in Eqs. (8–10)
updated predictions for R(D⇤), P⌧ , and F

D⇤

L .

We also show that higher values of |Vcb| may still be
compatible with the available data. Indeed, preliminary
results of lattice calculations suggest a slope of the rel-
evant form factor F(w) at zero recoil steeper than ex-
pected from the experimental data. We have shown that
if such a high value for the slope were confirmed, |Vcb|
extracted from a global fit to B ! D

⇤
`⌫ data would

agree with the inclusive determination. In other words,
it is lattice QCD that will decide the eventual fate of the
|Vcb| puzzle.
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